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The EIC 
Yellow 
Report 
process

• The CERN Yellow Reports series provides a medium for communicating CERN-related 
work where publication in a journal is not appropriate. Reports include material having 
a large impact on the future of CERN, as well as reports on new activities which do not 
yet have a natural platform. The series includes reports on detectors and technical 
papers, criteria being that the audience should be large and the duration of interest 
long. The term Yellow Reports is now used frequently for documents with similar 
purpose in various physics communities unrelated to CERN. 

The EIC GOAL:
• Advance the state of documented (i) physics studies (White Paper, INT program 

proceedings) and (ii) detector concepts (Detector and R&D Handbook) in preparation 
for the EIC. 

This will provide both the basis for further development of concepts for experimental equipment best 
suited to the EIC science needs, including complementarity of the two detectors/interaction regions, 
and input towards future Technical Design Reports (TDRs) of the experimental equipment. 



EIC Yellow 
Report 
strategy

• Go beyond physics motivation to 
implication for detector requirements.

• Physics considerations for two 
independent complementary detectors. 

Quantify physics 
measurements for 

existing or new 
physics topics and 

implications for 
detector design 
(“Physics WG”) 

• Balance detector concepts versus impact 
on physics measurements.

• Document complementarity (+ reduction 
of systematics) of detectors. 

• Fold in ancillary detectors, measurements 
(polarimetry, luminosity, ...).

• Engage EIC-detector R&D consortia. 

Study detector 
concepts based on 
the requirements 

defined above, and 
quantify implications 

for the physics 
measurements 

(“Detector WG”) 



EIC Yellow 
Report 

Timeline

Timeline as discussed in Early 2020 – there is an ongoing effort to speed-
up the activities and have a first draft ready by the end of this year.
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WE ARE HERE!



EIC Yellow report –
detector working 

group
The detector working group is organized in
different sub-groups, with a focus on a
specific detector element.
Each sub-group has one or more sub-
conveners who organize the activity and act
as a contact point with the WG conveners.
A strong interaction among sub-working
groups is foreseen and encouraged.

The readout and DAQ sub-working group
has a connection with (almost) all the others
packages!

The working group organization chart



EIC Yellow report 
– detector 

working group 
organization

Who we are

System Sub-conveners

Tracking K. Gnanvo, L. Greiner, A. Mastroserio

PID P. Rossi, T. Hemmick

Calorimetry E. Chudakov , V. Berdnikov

Far-forward detectors / IR 

integration / ancillary detectors

Y. Furletova, M. Murray, A. Jentsch, D. 

Gaskell, E. Aschenauer

Central detector integration and 

magnet

A. Kiselev, W. Brooks

DAQ and Electronics D. Neyret, A. Celentano

Detector complementarity E. Aschenauer

Working group conveners K. Barish, T. Horn, P. Jones, S. Dalla
Torre, M. Diefenthaler



Readout and DAQ working group

Motivations and methods 
• Bring peoples from different laboratories 

together to imagine realistic scenarios for the 
readout electronics and DAQ system of the future 
EIC experiments

Strong links to build with: 
• Detector WG → What detector we will have 

to read? Expected signal flux ? 
• Physics and simulation WG → What signal to 

read ? What background to reject ? Which 
rate for each?

Keep a strong link with EIC R&D groups, in 
particular eR&D21, streaming readout consortium

TOPICS:
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Main topics of this talk



Front-end

Main 
discussion 

topics

What do we need to readout? The answer strongly depends of kind of 
detector to read!
• Amplitude and shape of the signals
• Detector capacitance
• Number of channels
• Measurement to be done: amplitude, timing, position (barycenter of channels)
• What resolution for each kind of measurement ? What peaking time ? 
• What context: particle fluxes, electronics occupancy, electronics noise level 

First steps to reach: 
• Overview on kind of detectors to read: contacts with detector WG
• Present state of the art on read-out electronics: existing chips for each kind of 

detectors, foreseen evolutions
• Projects on future read-out chips: do we need to? 



DAQ

Main 
discussion 

topics

Triggered or triggerless DAQ?
• Identify pro/cons for each strategy - focus on general arguments rather than 

technical/economical details. Possibly provide experimental data (or at least 
simulations) to support these arguments.
• Technical/economical reasons are important, but all numbers will be very 

different when the EIC will be built.
• Event definition and construction?

• Are we ok with the paradigm “1 trigger == 1 event” in the triggered case?
• Do we save “events” in the triggerless case, or just time-stamped hits / 

reconstructed quantities?
• Effect on the physics to be measured / strategies to validate the trigger?

DAQ system
• Do we need a new DAQ infrastructure or can we adapt/reuse existing systems? 

Depends on answer to questions before.
• Complexity of trigger/filter decision? → How many trigger/filter levels? 
• How to implement online software filtering (relevant for triggerless system and 

for a L3 software trigger level)? 
• Interconnection with the reconstruction software is critical 
• How to simulate the trigger / filtering? 



EIC DAQ 
Ongoing discussion

The current focus of the working group, concerning the DAQ system, is to conclude if (i) a software event triggering and 
building is necessary and (ii) if we should save raw data or reconstructed data.

Conveners’ mail after Temple meeting:

In the following, we’ll briefly review the status of the ongoing discussion.

Our goal is to come to a conclusion for this at the Pavia meeting, next week.



DAQ: where we are?

We started the discussion 
regarding the strategy for EIC 
detector readout, to (try to!) 
solve the questions reported 
in the previous slide.

Starting point: the detailed 
rate estimate provided by J. 
Huang for the sPHENIX-EIC 
detector model

• EIC luminosity is high, but collision cross section is small (∝ αEM2) → low 
collision rate

• Lower collision rate and small event size → signal data rate is low
• But events are precious and have diverse topology. Background and 

systematic control is crucial 

From Jin’s talk at Temple meeting



DAQ: where we are?

From Jin’s talk at Temple meeting

Signal data-rate estimate:

A more robust evaluation of the detector readout noise is currently in 
progress 

We started the discussion 
regarding the strategy for EIC 
detector readout, to (try to!) 
solve the questions reported 
in the previous slide.

Starting point: the detailed 
rate estimate provided by J. 
Huang for the sPHENIX-EIC 
detector model



DAQ: where we are?

We started the discussion 
regarding the strategy for EIC 
detector readout, to (try to!) 
solve the questions reported 
in the previous slide.
Starting point: the detailed 
rate estimate provided by J. 
Huang for the sPHENIX-EIC 
detector model

Beam-gas interaction data rate estimate:

Bottom-line message: in principle, we 
can stream to disk directly all raw data 

from the full detector!

From Jin’s talk at Temple meeting



DAQ

Ongoing 
discussion

Markus’s slides

Markus’s point of view: a unique machine-
detector-analysis framework, with strong 
interconnection among the different elements.

Streaming readout and online analysis highly 
preferable.



DAQ

Ongoing 
discussion

David’s slides

David’s point of view: online analysis and event reconstruction is not 
strictly necessary, but has advantages (e.g. potential detector upgrades 
without redesigning DAQ).  There are difficulties related to online 
calibrations.

Online analysis not strictly necessary, but possible.



DAQ

Ongoing 
discussion

Rosen Matev’s slides

Rosen’s point of view: online analysis and event reconstruction 
is really critical, in particular for a new detector. 
This point of view was shared by Chris, who also reminded us 
about DOE regulations.

Online analysis is critical.

Chris’ slides



Future steps for the studies on front-end electronics

Collaboration with detector WGs to gather informations on 
the future detectors
• Kind of detector, characteristics of the signals, number of channels, 

expected rates due to physics and background, functions requested 
for the read-out electronics, environment (radiation, temperature, 
pressure, magnetic field,...)

Summarize state of the art of read-out electronics
• Existing chips and foreseen evolutions, project of future read-out 

chips → 1 page for each chip or chip family, a link to a common 
document will be provided

• Same for detectors with integrated electronics

Contacts with physics WGs to get information about foreseen 
experimental conditions
• Physics and background rates, particle multiplicities, event sizes,... 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1qm_0vTbEdkj9GDMo77Yy7XdmE5Xuc5fP_gIgSFhRQGM/edit?usp=sharing



Future steps for the studies on DAQ systems

Produce a glossary of terms to make sure we have a 
common ground in the discussion (streaming DAQ vs 
triggerless DAQ vs continuous readout)
• The document was prepared starting from the input of 

EIC eR&D 21 (streaming readout) consortium
• Live document, you are invited to contribute!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10pz1Z6gaQN4b06u7FxKmBEMlFgL-
7BsL_PqnxyISgus/edit?usp=sharing



Future steps for the studies on DAQ systems

Produce a glossary of terms to make sure we have a 
common ground in the discussion (streaming DAQ vs 
triggerless DAQ vs continuous readout)
• The document was prepared starting from the input of 

EIC eR&D 21 (streaming readout) consortium
• Live document, you are invited to contribute!

Summarize DAQ proposals and ideas for EIC using 
a common template, to allow apples-to-apples 
comparison


